
Thank you. Very useful. 

Ignazio Angeloni 

https://ignazioangeloni.home.blog/ 

Part-time Professor, Robert Schuman Center, European University Institute 

Senior Policy Fellow, SAFE, Goethe University Frankfurt 

________________________________________ 

From: @ecb.eur pa.eu> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2023 2:01:22 PM 

To: ANGELONI, Ignazio <Ignazio.ANGELONI

Subject: RE: Re: Re: Digital euro / compensation 

Given that this is up to the legis ato  we re very areful when communicating about this issue. 
Nevertheless, here are the ke  excerp  on the two issues in which we set out the benefits of both 
approaches:   

on mandatory a ept nce: 

The digital eu o coul  also e given legal tender status by legislators. If introduced, the digital euro 
would be a publi  ood, and Europeans would expect to be able to access and use it easily, anywhere 
in th  euro area. So, t wo ld be more beneficial and convenient for all users if merchants that accept 
dig al payments were obliged to accept the digital euro as legal tender. A requirement for merchants 
to ccept digital uro could, in fact, also be seen as an opportunity. For example, it would make 
Europ an paym nts more resilient and would enhance competition. This, in turn, would help to make 
p yments cheaper, with clear benefits for everyone in the euro area. 

[…] 

m ndatory distribution: 

In our regular exchanges, consumer associations and merchants have remarked that the best way to 
ensure broad access for consumers would be to require euro area banks and other payment service 
providers to make the digital euro available to their customers. [Without this obligation, the digital 
euro may not be universally accessible to everyone across the euro area. There could be a situation 
where each euro area country has only a few banks (or even no banks) that offer digital euro 
accounts/wallets, forcing many customers to open an account with a new bank because their current 
one does not provide access to digital euro. This would also endanger network effects necessary to 
the success of a payment solution.] Previous attempts at building pan-European payment initiatives 
have shown that ensuring broad access throughout the euro area has ultimately always required 
regulatory measures. So, both sides of the coin – widespread acceptance and broad access – are 
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• The obligation we talk about in the LOT3 report, i.e. the basic (core) services that 
intermediaries will be obliged to provide if/when we distribute a digital euro (irrespective of whether 
distribution is per se mandatory or voluntary for intermediaries according to the legislation). In LOT3, 
in fact, we talk about core/voluntary/value added services. These obligations should be defined within 
the rulebook and not by the legislator. The legislator can, however, define which services are free of 
charge for basic day-to-day purposes (and there will very likely be considerable overlap with core 
services).  

  

 

From: ANGELONI, Ignazio <Ignazio.ANGELON   

Sent: 25 April 2023 19:30 

To: @ cb.eu opa.eu  

Subject: [EXT] Re: Digital euro / compensation 

Importance: High 

  

Today  said that th  Ps wil ot be re uired to make digital euro available. How do 
things really stand? Or rather  hat is t e ECB s erence?   

I doubt, moreover, that a bank nde  ECB supervision would run the risk of refusing to make a digital 
euro created by the ECB available  o in practice, it would be a quasi-obligation.   

  

Ignazio Ange ni 

https:// zioang loni.ho e.blog/ 

Par -time Professor, Robert Schuman Center, European University Institute 

Seni r Policy Fel w, SAFE, Goethe University Frankfurt 

  

_____ __________________________________ 

Fr m: @ecb.europa.eu> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 7:02:54 PM 

To: ANGELONI, Ignazio <Ignazio.ANGELONI  

Subject: RE: Re: Digital euro / compensation 

  

I would distinguish between the obligation stemming from the Regulation (in the event that the co-
legislators adopt it) to make the digital euro available, and the need to provide monetary incentives 
to financial intermediaries (i.e. inter-PSP fees) to ensure that D€ are actually utilised. If we had no 
monetary incentives, intermediaries could simply adopt a ‘’tick-the-box’’ strategy and comply with the 
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Regulation without actually facilitating the use of a digital euro by users. Moreover, without inter-PSP 
fees, banks would likely seek compensation from other sources, in particular extra fees on non-D€ 
products/services (cross-subsidies), which is something else we would like to avoid. For more 
information, see: 

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/expert-groups-
register/screen/meetings/consult?lang=en&meetingId=47422&fromExpertGroup true 

On the issue of mandatory distribution, I would add that it’s a fair request to void a scenario whereby 
banks simply exploit the standardisation made possible by a digital euro (and s potential l gal tender 
status) to merely strengthen their existing payment solutions w hout ctively pr moting or 
distributing digital euro (i.e. just free riding). 

 

  

From: ANGELONI, Ignazio <Ignazio.ANGELON   

Sent: 25 April 2023 10:58 

To: @ecb.eu pa.eu> 

Subject: [EXT] Re: Digital euro / compensa on 

Importance: High 

I read your documents, but th y sa  nothing new about the compensation model for banks; these 
slides were already familiar. Rath  what is new is that banks should be required to provide a digital 
euro and the related basic (“cor ’’) se vices. But if they are obliged to do so, what does it mean when 
it is said that th  ince ives t  provide a digital euro will be the same incentives that banks are given 
to provide ot er form  of gital payment (the ‘’third principle’’), which are not mandatory?    

  

Ign zio Angeloni 

http //ignazioan eloni.home.blog/ 

P rt-time Professor, Robert Schuman Center, European University Institute 

Senior Policy Fellow, SAFE, Goethe University Frankfurt 

  

________________________________________ 

From: ANGELONI, Ignazio <Ignazio.ANGELON  

Sent: 24 April 2023 21:03 

To: @ecb.europa.eu> 

Subject: Re: Digital euro / compensation  

  

Thanks! How did the hearing go? 
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Ignazio Angeloni 

https://ignazioangeloni.home.blog/ 

Part-time Professor, Robert Schuman Center, European University Institute 

Senior Policy Fellow, SAFE, Goethe University Frankfurt 

  

________________________________________ 

From: @ecb.europa.eu> 

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2023 8:55:21 PM 

To: ANGELONI, Ignazio <Ignazio.ANGELONI@  

Subject: Digital euro / compensation  

  

Dear Ignazio, 

I read with interest the paper dra ed head f today’  hearing before ECON on the digital euro. Since, 
rightly, you remarked that we had prov ded little information up to now on the monetary incentives 
for the distribution of a digi l eur  I would like to point out that today’s speech provides our 
perspective on the issue – whils  acknowledging that it will ultimately be up to the legislators to 
decide.   
https://www.ecb u pa.eu/p ess/key/date/2023/html/ecb.sp230424_1~f44c7ac164.en.html 

Wishing you  pleasa  eve ing, 
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